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25. A knowledge engineer has built an OWL ontology about *Polecats*, a certain animal, based on two pieces of elicited knowledge:

- Polecats live in France and Spain, two European countries;
- Polecats eat only mice.

The resulting ontology produced by the engineer comprises the following set of five syntactically valid OWL axioms:

| 1 | Europe SubClassOf: Continent          |
| 2 | France SubClassOf: Europe             |
| 3 | Spain SubClassOf: Europe              |
| 4 | Polecats SubClassOf: LivesInFranceAndSpain |
| 5 | Polecats EquivalentTo: eats only Mice   |

Critically think about the appropriateness of the five axioms. Then answer the following questions: do the axioms make proper use of the expressive power of OWL? Do they lead to undesirable inferences? If necessary, suggest appropriate changes to the existing axioms. Should additional axioms be introduced? If so, what should be added? (6 marks)

26. Using OWL as a running example, explain the engineering tradeoffs embodied in the design triangle:

![Design Triangle Diagram](diagram.png)  

(5 marks)
27. Compare and contrast OWL (as a logic based language) with SKOS (a navigation oriented language). Be sure to discuss analogous constructs (e.g., SubClassOf vs. skos:narrower) and what sorts of applications they are each suited (or not suited) for. (5 marks)